
 
 
 

  

Executive Summary 
 

Top news: FOMC Minutes and NVIDIA earnings on Wednesday – last week finally provided some confirmation that 
US Inflation could be resuming lower (after several sticky prints). Indeed, on Wednesday, US Headline CPI came in at 
+0.3% MoM from +0.4% last month and with +0.4% expected. Core was in line, yet generally, this was the news equities 
had awaited to confirm a dovish pivot and rally to new all-time highs. Previously, on Tuesday, US PPI did however 
come out red hot (+0.5% MoM), yet mainly due to downward revisions in the previous month and specific services 
components. Hence, in hindside, the dichotomy doesn’t seem to point to a new resurgence of the inflation pipeline. 
Furthermore, weak retail sales, also on Wednesday (Headline at +0.2% MoM vs +0.4% exp.), finished to nail the hawkish 
coffin. This week, markets will mostly look to the Minutes of the last FOMC meeting on Wednesday to gauge when 
the FED may start cutting rates (consensus is currently set on the 18th Sept. meeting), while Global Flash PMIs and 
the revised Univ. of Michigan Consumer Sentiment and Inflations Expectations are expected on Thursday and Friday. 
Following last week’s revenue miss by Home Depot, and Walmart, beating on both earnings and revenue,  highlighting 
a low cost shift in consumer patterns, this week will focus on NVIDIA’s release on Wednesday after the close   
 

Equities: many indexes made historical highs once again. They’d been flat from last week yet woke up and rallied from 
Tuesday onwards. This de facto pivot is positive for equities into the Summer, yet perhaps with some slight dips. 
 

Fixed Income: the lower highs made late April on benchmark yields now serve as important resistance (i.e. or support 
for the various bond ETFs). If these hold, it would confirm a more dovish environment into the Fall (next page). 
 

FOREX: less US Inflation means earlier rate cuts and less interest differential. USD hence retraced last week by 1-2% 
vs EUR, GBP or AUD. It holds for now vs currencies with Central Banks which are secularly more dovish (JPY or CHF). 
 

Commodities: Oil inched up last week and remains in a slight uptrend, while gold shot up to new highs again on the 
dovish CPI print and as USD came under pressure. The uptrend is strong, yet it remains slightly Overbought for now. 
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Focus on market dynamics: visualizing Bad news is Good news 
 

US CPI last week came in softer than expected, providing further confirmation of the forthcoming pivot that the recent 
weakening of US Economic Surprises and a rather dovish FED were already suggesting. As Bloomberg points to on both 
left-hand graphs below, markets are now pricing 2 rates cuts again until yearend, while the inverse correlation between these 
short term monetary anticipations and long term Bonds is and has been very strong. Furthermore, since the FED stopped 
hiking last Fall, Credit (and more generally risk assets) have outperformed. This recent dovish pivot now seems to echo the 
one made last Fall in a double bottom/base building structure, which is clearly visible on 20Y Treasuries, a.k.a. TLT (right-
hand graph). The resulting trendline and similar ones on Credit and Equities are now safeguarding the Bad news is Good 
news anthem. Going forward, breaking all three could mark the return of Good news is Bad news, while breaking only the 
blue one could imply Good news is Good news, and holding the blue one yet breaking the other two, Bad news is Bad news. 
  

 
 

Notes:  
 

1. Trend last 6 months: this Primis original algorithm, weighs the slope of the trend over the last 6 months vs the slope of the trend over the last 
3 months yet factorised by the Fibonacci retracement ratio (0.618).  Values are normalised using the average price over each period. If this 
combined slope is above +0.05% the trend is then “up”, below -0.05% then “down”, otherwise it is “neutral”. 

2. Overbought (OB) / Oversold (OS) measures: this Primis original algorithm is computed by comparing the difference between the 8 days 
moving average and the 100 days combined with the 3 days vs the 15 days one and normalises this difference by dividing it by the 1 year 
standard deviation (circa 260 open market days). Values above 225% or under -225% are Overbought “OB”, resp. Oversold “OS”, values above 
100% or under -100% are “slightly OB”, resp. “slightly OS”, otherwise there is no relevant exaggeration and the situation is then “neutral”.  

 

Disclaimer: The information in this document is being provided for general market commentary and information purposes. This document does 
not constitute a solicitation or offer, or recommendation to acquire or dispose of any investment or to engage in any other transaction. Any reference 
to a transaction, trade, position, holding, security, market, or level is purely meant to educate readers about possible opportunities and risks in the 
marketplace and are not meant to imply that any person or entity should take any action whatsoever without first evaluating such action(s) in light 
of their own situation either on their own or through a professional advisor. If a person or entity does not believe they are qualified to make such 
decisions, they should seek professional advice. The prices listed are for reference only and are in no way intended to represent an actual trade. 
This information is not a substitute for professional advice of any nature, including tax, legal, and financial. While we believe the information 
contained herein to be accurate, all numbers should be verified by the reader through independent sources. Primis Investment (Suisse) SA assumes 
no responsibility for errors or omissions in the contents of this document. In no event shall Primis Investment (Suisse) SA be liable for any special, 
direct, indirect, consequential, or incidental damages or any damages whatsoever, whether in an action of contract, negligence, or other tort, arising 
out of or in connection with the contents of this document or any related services. Trading securities, options, futures, or any other security involves 
risk and can result in the immediate and substantial loss of the capital invested. Every reader/recipient is responsible for his or her own investment 
decisions. Primis Investment (Suisse) SA reserves the right to make additions, deletions, or modifications to the contents of this document and 
related services at any time without prior notice. 
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